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EDITORIAL
We live in an age of unequal inequality.
On the one hand we are lucky and rich beyond belief. Never in human
history has so much wealth, so much knowledge, so many resources,
been at our disposal. Our cars can drive themselves, cancer drugs can
target individual genes, we can generate and process more data in one
hour than humanity did over centuries in the past. On the other hand,
never have so many millions lived so precariously in the shadow of such
knowledge and wealth. Never have so many died needlessly, with help
so readily available, yet so frustratingly inaccessible.
The tragedy of this situation, however, is also its own silver lining.
Inequality implies that if the wealth is there, the potential for betterment
is there. Inequality presents us with massive, but solvable, challenges.
Not an external constraint we are powerless against, but an internal,
social challenge that we can overcome. We all can play our part in
developing and supporting those solutions, and organizations like ALIMA
provide one of the most clear-cut opportunities to do so.
ALIMA was born out of desire to directly help those most in need.
The mothers caught in conflict zones, the children living without food
and facing climate change disasters, the remote villages affected by
outbreaks of Ebola. The systemic challenges faced by these families
are daunting, but the immediate needs should not wait. No child
should die of hunger in a world of plenty. No victim of violence should
die for lack of basic medical care. No mother should die in childbirth.
ALIMA works with urgency to save lives. It also works intelligently –
partnering with local NGOs to deliver culturally-appropriate, locallybased care; focusing on research to develop innovative, sustainable
solutions; working through alliances to invent a new kind of
emergency humanitarian medicine for the 21st century.

Elya Tagar
Acting President - Board of Directors - ALIMA USA

ALIMA’s Fundraising Campaign

There are few things in life I am as proud of as supporting ALIMA
and its cause. I hope you will join me in supporting one of the most
impressive and important causes of our time.
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FOREWORD
ALIMA, The Alliance for International Medical Action, has
built our identity over the past 10 years on three basic pillars:
Caring, Innovating, Together.
We are caring for some of the most vulnerable people in
times of conflict and disease outbreak where health systems
are overwhelmed. In these countries, we are innovating, by
conducting cutting-edge medical research and producing
sustainable solutions to avoid repetitive medical crises.
80% of our team comes from our countries of intervention
in Africa, which enables the empowerment of local actors,
bringing everyone together.
Our model of Non-Governmental Alliance (NGA) proves
impact by having treated over 4 million patients in
14 countries and our 15 ongoing research projects. Our
expertise in emergency response, as well as operational and
clinical medical research is recognized among international
donors and partners.
Progress is being made, but humanitarian needs continue
to grow. We have the teams who are willing and capable to
provide help to the victims of humanitarian crises and this
is why we are launching our 2020 Fundraising Campaign.
We want to expand three areas of response that are often
neglected by institutional donors: emergency response,
capacity building and research projects.
Accountability to our donors is key to us, and we can prove
our resource allocation and impact of our actions based on
solid data.

Dr. Richard Kojan – ALIMA President
Augustin Augier – ALIMA Executive Director
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With the support of our Campaign Committee, we are
convinced that we can go even further with our core values of
Caring, Innovating,Together. We hope to do it with you.

© Xaume Olleros / ALIMA 2017, Mali

THE CHALLENGES OF THE
HUMANITARIAN SYSTEM

Some of ALIMA’s founding members and members
of the Board of Directors, 2016
© Malick Welli / ALIMA 2016, Dakar
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> I n Niger, doctors noticed an alarming peak
of acute malnutrition. As mortality rates
increased, healthcare facilities became
increasingly rare. Several international
NGOs were expelled from the country, and
only local organizations remained in direct
contact with patients. But resources were
lacking…
> I t is from this situation that the idea to
create a new model of humanitarian
organization was born: a Non-Governmental
Alliance, which makes it possible to link
national Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs), research institutions and
international donors...in 2009, ALIMA is born.
> S
 ince then, ALIMA has treated more
than four million people in 14 countries
throughout East, West and Central Africa.
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> Source: The United Nations Secretary General
Report, 2017

of international humanitarian
funding is allocated to local
NGOs
>S
 ource: Grand Bargain Annual
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THE STORY BEGINS
IN 2009

2

%
of all clinical trials
are conducted in Africa
> Source: National Institutes of Health (NIH)
clinicaltrial.gov, 2017

3 platforms at the forefront of 3 challenges: 1 NGA
CARING – RESEARCH – LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

WHO

ISPED /INSERM
OXFORD

North America

Fundraising – Communication –
Technical Expertise – Research

EUROPE SUPPORT
OFFICE
Paris

US SUPPORT
OFFICE
New York

YALE
UNICEF
NIH

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICAN COORDINATION
Dakar
PACCI
AMCP

We experience the benefits of locallyimplemented, sustainable solutions,
every day.
As an international organization,
we must support without imposing.
It is at the local level that we need to bring
out a new generation of expertise directly
coming from the field.
This alliance model enables a wider
impact in areas with very high
mortality rates.

© Sylvain Cherkaoui, Guinea, 2014
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WITH NEW CHALLENGES
COMES A NEW APPROACH:
ALIMA INVENTS THE NGA,
THE NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ALLIANCE

5 African NGOs are part of the
alliance: BEFEN, AMCP, Keoogo,
SOS Médecins and Alerte Santé.
They are each represented on
ALIMA’s Board of Directors.
ALIMA is also part of research networks
with 20 European and African universities,
as well as the CORAL platform (Clinical
and Operational Research ALliance)
in partnership with Inserm (the
French National Institute of Health
and Medical Research) and ALERRT
(The African coaLition for Epidemic
Research, Response and Training).

KEOOGO SOS
MÉDECINS
BEFEN
ALERTE
SANTÉ

Local expertise

Epidemiologists –
Doctors – Scientists –
Humanitarian Experts –
Coordinators

countries

OUR EXPERTISE
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> Response to disease outbreaks
> Pediatrics: acute malnutrition, malaria
> Maternal health
> Medical and operational research

research
projects
The CUBE

MUAC for
Mothers

PRIORITY POPULATIONS

hospitals supported

> Children under 5 and pregnant women

TARGETED ZONES

scientific
publications

> Conflict zones and areas with high-mortality rates

healthcare centers

2,000
© Sylvain Cherkaoui /ALIMA 2015, RDC
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OUR RESULTS
SINCE 2009

employees

4,000,000
people treated
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CASE STUDY:
ALIMA’S RESPONSE TO
THE EBOL A CRISIS

In 2014, ALIMA’s teams faced numerous constraints in the fight against
Ebola: no treatment, no vaccine, barely functioning Ebola Treatment
Centers. Since then, ALIMA has conducted clinical trials on the treatment
and prevention of Ebola, and developed the CUBE (Biosecure Emergency
Care Unit for Outbreaks), a technological innovation that transforms the
treatment conditions for patients and health workers during an outbreak.

2014 – WEST AFRICA*
> C
 ommunity work to implement prevention
measures
> O
 pening of an Ebola Treatment Center at the
epicenter of the outbreak in southeastern Guinea
> F
 irst clinical test of the antiviral treatment,
Favipiravir, for Ebola with Inserm (French
National Institute of Health and Medical
Research)
> I mplementation of the largest evaluation test
for vaccines against Ebola with Inserm, NIH
(US National Institutes of Health) and Guinea’s
Ministry of Health.
A classic Ebola Treatment Center,
6 weeks construction time and costing $1 million
© Sylvain Cherkaoui / ALIMA 2014, Guinea

2018 – DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

A Biosecure Emergency Care Unit for Outbreaks (known by its French
acronym as the CUBE), can be deployed in 72 hours and costs $16,700
© Caroline Thirion / ALIMA 2018, DRC

In 2015, ALIMA received the European Union’s First Prize for its work
in the fight against the Ebola virus disease in Guinea.
*

© Caroline Thirion / ALIMA 2018, RDC
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> I ntervention in North Kivu, an active conflict
zone
> I mplementation and management of the largest
Ebola Treatment Center during the outbreak
> C
 oordination with WHO, INRB (Congolese
National Institute of Biomedical Research),
and NIH (US National Institutes of Health) for
implementation of the only therapeutic clinical
trials of four promising compassionate-use
drugs

In 2014, ALIMA’s teams faced numerous constraints in the fight against
Ebola: no treatment, no vaccine, barely functioning Ebola Treatment
Centers. Since then, ALIMA has conducted clinical trials on the treatment
and prevention of Ebola, and developed the CUBE (Biosecure Emergency
Care Unit for Outbreaks), a technological innovation that transforms the
treatment conditions for patients and health workers during an outbreak.

© Chloé Janssen/ ALIMA 2016, Burkina Faso

To fight against the scourge of malnutrition, ALIMA implemented
the MUAC for Mothers program to teach mothers how to detect
malnutrition in their children using a MUAC (Mid-Upper Arm
Circumference) bracelet. This simple and efficient method enables
wider screening coverage and earlier detection of malnutrition,
while empowering mothers and reducing child mortality rates.

million $ raised
since 2009

Thanks to its operational dynamism and
rigorous financial management, ALIMA has
experienced an exceptional growth since
its creation, increasing its budget from
$250,000 in 2009 to $55 million in 2019.

of funds come
from institutional
donors and 4% from
private donors

Management, administration,
and fundraising
costs are limited to

BUDGET GROWTH, IMPACT GROWTH 2009-2019 (BUDGET/EMPLOYEES)
BUDGET (K$)

© Adrienne Surprenant / ALIMA, Cameroun
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OUR FINANCIAL
PARTNERS
Thanks to the strict and transparent management
of its financial resources, ALIMA has established
a trustful relation with internationally renowned
donors. This enables us to improve the efficiency
and quality of care we provide to our patients,
who are some of the most vulnerable people in
the world.

INSTITUTIONAL DONORS

FOUNDATIONS AND COMPANIES

© Nana Koffi Acquah / ALIMA 2017, Mali
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UN DONORS

DONOR RECOGNITION
PROGRAM
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OUR CAMPAIGN
GOALS
FINANCIAL GOAL: $10 MILLION

5,000,000

ALIMA’s Fundraising Campaign

The number of patients that
ALIMA is committed to treat
by 2020.

> Research and Innovation
Fund.
$3 million
Consolidate our research
and innovation fund which
brings our researchers
and aid workers together
leading to more relevant
and innovative humanitarian
aid.
Impact: financing the initial
phase of new research
programs.

> D
 evelopment of
Humanitarian Talents Fund
$2 million
Train, sustain, and provide
a career path for our
human resources and our
future teams to improve the
quality of our programs.
Impact: train future teams
to provide medical care,
and significantly increase
the number of aid workers
trained thanks to capacity
building.

ALIMA has a recognition
program to thank the generous
support of our donors. By
doing so, we wish to recognize
our donors’ contributions,
whether from private
individuals, companies or
foundations.
Our recognition program is
personalized to each donation,
and specific titles are offered
depending on giving category:

FUNDING
INVESTOR
Donations over
$250,000
GLOBAL
LEADER
Donations $50,000
to $250,000
MAJOR
DONOR
Donations $10,000
to $50,000

The campaign committee
is dedicated to cultivating
a meaningful relationship
between ALIMA and campaign
donors. For every donor
category, we commit ourselves
to:
> U
 pdating you on projects and
programs that your support
is helping develop
> Inviting you to meetings with
other donors
> P
 roviding regular reports
that show the results and
impact of your support

ALIMA’s Fundraising Campaign

To gain flexibility in our
investments, and thereby
increase our quality of
operations, we are diversifying
towards private funding to
allow us to develop the three
funds that are underfunded by
institutional donors.
This is why we are launching
our 2020 Fundraising
Campaign to advocate for new
humanitarian investment to
support projects with high
humanitarian impact.

> E
 mergency Medical
Response Fund
$5 million
Deploying our teams in
48 hours without waiting for
an international response
or news coverage of a crisis
before intervening.
Impact: Significantly
reduce fatalities during
humanitarian crises and
contain the spread of
disease outbreaks.

© Nana Koffi Acquah / ALIMA 2017, Mali

Mostly raised from public
funds, our financial resources
from institutional donors are
strictly allocated to specific
operations. This does not
provide support for qualitative
organizational growth.
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OUR GOVERNANCE

© Sylvain Cherkaoui / ALIMA 2016, Niger

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EUROPE
> D
 r. Richard Kojan
President. Doctor,
Anaesthesiologist
> D
 r. Rouafi Oummani
Vice-President. Doctor,
Member of the Nigerien
NGO Forsani
> N
 icolas Chaltiel
Secretary. Human
Resources Manager
BIZNESS
> Frédéric Lemoine
Treasurer. Former Assistant
Secretary-General at the
Elysée, former Chairman of
the Board of Wendel, former
president of Bureau Veritas.
> M
 arc Sauvagnac
Executive Director of the
SNSM
> D
 r. Xavier Anglaret
Research Director at
Inserm/ISPED
> E
 ric Barte de Sainte Fare
Co-founder of ALIMA,
Humanitarian aid worker,
Program Coordinator in
Guinea for ALIMA

> D
 r. Ibrahim Kandian
Diallo Doctor, President of
the Malian NGO Medical
Alliance Against Malaria
(AMCP)
> Dr. Eric Diendéré
Doctor, President of the
KEOOGO / SOS Médecins
consortium
> Dr. Lamine Kolle
Surgeon, President of the
Nigerian NGO Well-Being
of Women and Children in
Niger (BEFEN)
> Abdel Aziz Mohamed
Sociologist, General
Coordinator for Médecins
Sans Frontières in Niger
> Marion Péchayre
Anthropologist, Studies
Director at CRASH (MSF)
> Dr. Hinberka Sodje
Doctor, Representative of
the Chadian NGO Alerte
Santé

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS USA

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

> M
 r. Elya Tagar
Chair and Treasurer,
Vice President of Diagnostic
Robotics
> Dr. Pierre Crémieux
Clerk, PhD, President of
Analysis Group
> Mr. Augustin Augier
Executive Director ALIMA
> Ms. Jody Blagrove
Executive Director at The
Legacy Care Club
> Ms. Catherine DumaitHarper
> Ms. Anne-Catherine Faye
Vice-President of Analysis
Group
> Dr. Cecily Gallup
MD, Assistant Professor
of Internal Medicine and
Pediatrics, University of
California in Los Angeles
> Mr. Alan Harper
Financial Advisor
> Ms. Glenda Hersh
President of Truly Original
Media
> Charlie Kunzer
Executive Director ALIMA
USA
> Mr. John Penney
> Dr. Julie Rousseau
PhD, Professor, University
of California, Irvine

> A
 ugustin Augier
Executive Director
> Solenne Barbe
Director of Operational
Support
> Thomas Bounameaux
Director of Finance
> Benoit Loop
Director of Human
Ressources
> Dr. Susan Shepherd
Director for Medical and
Operational Research
> Charlie Kunzer
Executive Director ALIMA
USA

ALIMA’s Fundraising Campaign

An international team that combines field expertise with strong management experience
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ETHICS AND TRANSPARENCY
Donations to ALIMA are allocated
to support our mission in the most
efficient ways possible. Our accounts
are regularly audited and certified by
external auditors. The results of which
are then shared with our donors.

TAX DEDUCTION
ALIMA USA is a 501(c)3 tax-exempt
organization and your donation
is 100% tax-deductible within the
guidelines of U.S. law. To claim a
donation as a deduction on your
U.S. taxes, please keep your email
donation receipt as your official
record. We will also send a tax receipt
by mail to you upon successful
completion of your donation.
ALIMA UK is a registered NGO
under the 2011 Charity Act. UK
donors can claim tax return on the
basis of the tax receipt edited by
ALIMA as your official record.

ALIMA’s Fundraising Campaign

© Mamadou Diop/ALIMA 2017, Niger

ALIMA is also part of the Transnational
Giving Network that enables tax
return within European Countries.
For more information please contact
Guillaume Le Duc: gld@alima.ngo

© Alexis Huguet / ALIMA 2018, Cameroon

An innovative response is needed to face
humanitarian crises and our NGA model is the
formative solution. ALIMA’s founders and teams not
only have the expertise to sustain our impact on the
field, but they also have the potential to augment
it. The initial support we received from esteemed
institutional and private donors attests to why we
need to scale up our interventions. Vulnerable
populations are in dire need of sustainable aid
and targeted research to efficiently put an end
to the health issues they are facing. We are all
responsible for this. This is why ALIMA calls on
major donors, foundations and companies to
empower sustainable and impactful solutions.

Campaign Office – FRANCE
Guillaume Le Duc
Development Director
15 rue des immeubles industriels
75011 Paris – FRANCE
+33 6 28 53 01 41 gld@alima.ngo
Campaign Office - USA
Charlie Kunzer
Executive Director ALIMA USA
One Whitehall Street, 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10004
+1 (646) 619-9074 charlie.kunzer@alima.ngo

